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Style of aeformation. The majorityof ridgesand troughs features along the crest of Maxwell Montes indicates that
in all units are compressional
in origin. The transitionalunits gravitational relaxation has not significantly affected the
show evidence of multiple deformation which can be mountain range as a whole, and that Maxwell Montes is a
interpretedas an initial stageof compression,
followedby an young feature (< 200-600 m.y. old) which may still be
additional deformation due to interactions with the shear zones undergoingdeformation.
Finally, from this study,one can concludethat horizontal
and gravitational deformation. The dissectedterrain also
underwentan initial compressional
event,followedby a second motion of crustal materials in the form of large-scale

stageof deformationrelatedto the strike-slipfaulting. The compressionalfolding, strike-slip faulting, and shearrepresent
depositsof the brightterrainunit weretheresultof a late-stage fundamentalaspectsof the tectonicsof IshtarTerra and Venus
event, sincethey are not deformedby tectonicprocessesthat in contrastto the smaller, one-plateplanets, Mars, Mercury,
affectedthe other units. They may representeither volcanic and Moon.
flowsor impactejectaandmelt. The othersmoothunitsoccur
QUESTIONS
FOR1VIAGE•
in local lows and may representsmoothvolcanic flows since
they are radar-dark,althoughthey couldhave a low radarcross
In August 1990, the Magellan spacecraftwill arrive at
section due to their low altitude. Overall, we find that Maxwell
Venus and begin to take radar imagesof the VenusJansurfaceat
Montes is a compressionalorogenic belt, characterized by resolutions of better than 300 m. The data returned from this
parallel ridges resulting from the horizontalconvergenceof
mission will enable us to test many of the observationsand
crustal materials
toward Lakshmi
Planum from the eastinterpretations presented here and to distinguish more
northeast.
confidently between the three models for the secondstageof
Cross-strike discontinuitites. Nine long, linear crossthe evolutionof Maxwell Montes. Of primary importancewill
strike discontinuities are observed to cut across the structure of
be the further defintion

and characterization

of the cross-strike

Maxwell Montes, disruptingridges and unit boundaries,and
discontinuitiesand featuresassociatedwith them. Similarly, a
dividing the mountain range into 10 crustal domains. These better characterization of the shear zones that bound Maxwell
cross-strikediscontinuitiesrepresent strike-slip faults along
Montes on the north and southwill provide furtherinsightinto
which the crustal domains have been offset in a right-lateral
the evolutionof Maxwell Montes. The high-resolutionimages
sense from 10 to 125 km.
should also enable us to determine if normal faulting has
Large-scale evolution. Retrodeformation of crustal occurred near the crest of Maxwell Montes and therefore
domainsto their pre-strike-slipform createsa linear mountain
constrain the stressregime across the belt. Other features
belt remarkably similar to the Alma Montes mountain belt,
related to gravitationalrelaxation also might be observedin
suggesting that Akna Montes may represent the initial, and around the mountain belt.
In addition, the nature of
relatively simple form of compressionalorogenic belts on
Cleopatra and the deposits associatedwith it should further
Venus. We have presentedthree models to accountfor the
enhance our understanding of this region. Finally, the
evolutionof Maxwell Montes from this simpleorogenicstage charcteristics of the dark bands unit west of Maxwell should
to the presentconfiguration(Figure 13). The first two models
provide insight into the processof orogenyon Venus, as we
suggestthat strike-slip faulting occurredwhile the mountain
interpret this as the location of incipient mountainbuilding.
belt remained in place, either with or without large-scale
rotation, while the third model suggests that strike-slip
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